UP Tower Easytherm 3.5T Special

TM Induction Heating proudly introduces the new **UP TOWER 3.5 Special**

By utilizing a specially wrapped internal induction coil & custom sizing, this heater can effectively boost the heating performance while still utilizing 120V/16A incoming power. The Up Tower 3.5T will greatly reduce heating time, add greater flexibility, and ensure optimal protection due to the heavy-duty tool case.

Tool Box Case Nominal dimensions = 22x14x13 inches
Total weight = 95.0 lbs.

Heating Performance = 20min for 320x150x70mm Bearing in Picture
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

**Electricity**
- Power Rating: 2.0kVA / 16A
- Voltage / current: 120VAC
- Frequency: 50-60 Hz

**Work Piece**
- Max. Weight:
  - Bearings: 70 Kg
  - Other parts: 70 Kg
- Width of Gap: 180 mm
- Height of Gap: 95 mm
- Steady Rest supplied for overhung loads

**Controls**
- Power regulation: Yes 0-100% Automatic
- Temperature control: Yes (0-240°C)
- Time control: Yes (0-99 min.)

**Standard Yokes Included:**
- Yoke Dimensions: 50x50x280mm (70mm min bore)

**Digital Display**
- Temperature C or F: yes
- Time: yes
- Error Report: yes

**Others**
- Sound Signal: yes
- Temperature hold: yes
- Auto-Demagnetizing < 2 A/cm: yes
- Magnetic Temperature Probe: yes

**Warranty:** 12 months

**Price**
Midpoint Bearing Special $ 4,250.00

**Delivery:**
- Special Order
- FOB Denver